Tapping into a Promising Market: Targeting the Adult Whitespace

By Debby Hartman, USA

Two years ago, the American Association of Orthodontists (AAO) kicked off its first-ever national advertising campaign targeting adults. Why? According to Dr. Michael B. Rogers, president of AAO, there are many adults on the fence when it comes to receiving orthodontic treatment, making it increasingly important for the AAO to educate the adult audience on the benefits of orthodontic treatment. Recent AAO statistics reported by The New York Times show that from 1994 to 2010, the number of Americans 18 years and older getting braces—or some type of teeth-straightening treatment—from an orthodontist has jumped 58 percent, from 680,000 annually to 1.1 million. Furthermore, those same statistics show that adults undergoing treatment account for 22 percent of all orthodontic cases—that’s more than one in every five patients.

Another study commissioned by the AAO reports that one-third of Americans are unhappy with their smile. Out of those adults, 56 percent believe they would have a better social life if they had better teeth. This sentiment is especially true among young adults, as 48 percent of Americans ages 18-24 have untagged a picture on Facebook because they didn’t like their smile. With such vast potential to treat the adult whitespace, orthodontists can increase their practice revenue by better understanding this untapped market and effectively promoting the latest treatment methods proven to deliver exceptional patient results. To help, I invite you to explore the following tips that offer insight into the growing audience of adult orthodontic candidates.

Start with Mom
Most doctors know the importance of targeting mothers—typically the key household decision maker. It is widely reported that women make or influence the majority of all purchasing decisions.

But did you know that according to consultancy firm Girl Power Marketing an astounding 80 percent of healthcare decisions are made by women? Furthermore, thenextweb.com states that 64 percent of moms ask other moms for advice before purchasing a new product. Therefore, doctors who market adult treatment options to moms will have the best chance to treat parents and their children. Education is the best way to kick off your targeted adult marketing efforts.

Educate Adults
While many parents seek orthodontic treatment for their children, the majority of them may not realize the benefits of straight teeth for themselves. In fact, there are approximately 25 million U.S. adults who are interested in improving their smiles, but don’t seek treatment due to lack of education, according to a study from the Millennium Research Group. The same study indicates that adults are more likely to seek treatment after reviewing educational materials that showcase the benefits of orthodontic treatment, as well as advancements in the treatment environment.

Aesthetics and individuality for the individual style of your clinic

The treatment unit ARIA SR and the furniture line Cameo combine efficiency and user-friendly handling with pure aesthetics and individuality and improve the productivity in the dental office with simple and practical solutions. The careful selection of high-quality materials, a very attractive design and outstanding functionality guarantee fantastic results. In terms of design the products amaze with elegant glass elements in fresh colours that can be customized according to the all preferences, with personal images, motifs or clinic logos. Create your distinctive brand recognition!
To learn about the benefits of Damon Clear from a patients’ perspective, visit www.damonclear.com – Ormco’s consumer education website with a Damon Doctor Locator.

The bottom line: Adult patients are willing to evaluate treatment options based primarily on outcome and total treatment time—leading them to consider advanced treatment options even when marginal increases in price.

Ormco’s Insignia™ Advanced Smile Design™ software with AOA Lab’s custom aligner expertise. This aligner is an affordable option for patients of all ages—especially adults—who are looking for an alternative to braces to quickly transform their smiles and boost confidence.

What’s the best way to showcase aesthetic options to adults? In addition to including adult patient photographs on your practice website, office walls and education materials, your patients in treatment are even more convincing. Consider treating your office staff and referring dental hygienists with your clear braces and/or aligners to proudly showoff their discrete treatment to visiting parents in your office.

The saying goes, “A picture is worth a thousand words.” That may be true, but a happy, smiling patient and corresponding referral is worth at least $5,000 in practice revenue.

Use the Power of Social Media

Now that we’ve addressed the importance of showcasing leading orthodontic technology to potential adult patients, let’s talk marketing. Relying solely on a practice website may no longer be enough to ensure a steady flow of new patients. With 62 percent of adults worldwide using social media, according to eMarketer.com, one of the best ways to reach and educate them is through channels such as Facebook, Twitter, Youtube and Yelp. Facebook has more than 901 million users, and is an especially effective way to reach adult consumers. In fact, one in three consumers say they’re likely to purchase from a company they follow on Facebook.

The benefits of social media are twofold for doctors. First, actively monitoring patient reviews and tracking social media conversations about ortho-

---

**Aesthetics Matter**

Patient demand for aesthetic treatment continues to grow. If you haven’t considered expanding your service offerings to include a virtually invisible bracket solution, now is the time. For image-conscious adults, Damon™ Clear™ provides a discrete treatment experience with results that go beyond straight teeth—providing wider smiles with smoother cheek contours, better facial symmetry and improved profiles. When guiding adult prospects through Damon Clear features, doctors and treatment coordinators should stress how the brackets resist staining, are easy to keep clean and offer exceptional comfort without tightening.

What’s more, Damon Clear is a treatment option with Insignia, providing patients with a customized, efficient and discrete treatment experience.

For patients who require minor anterior tooth movements, consider showcasing the benefits of Insignia™ Clearguide™ Express virtually invisible aligners that won’t discolour the wear period.
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Now that we’ve addressed the importance of showcasing leading orthodontic technology to potential adult patients, let’s talk marketing. Relying solely on a practice website may no longer be enough to ensure a steady flow of new patients. With 62 percent of adults worldwide using social media, according to eMarketer.com, one of the best ways to reach and educate them is through channels such as Facebook, Twitter, Youtube and Yelp. Facebook has more than 901 million users, and is an especially effective way to reach adult consumers. In fact, one in three consumers say they’re likely to purchase from a company they follow on Facebook.

The benefits of social media are twofold for doctors. First, actively monitoring patient reviews and tracking social media conversations about ortho-
dentistry provides doctors with a better understanding of patient concerns and preferences. Second, engaging with current and prospective patients online helps to strengthen relationships, build trust and achieve thought leadership positioning. Make it easy for prospects to find you. To increase search hits, always include your practice’s name on your social media platforms. Once social profiles are created, consider including URLs to those profiles in all of your marketing collateral, such as business and appointment reminder cards, posters, t-shirts and mailers. When you’re ready to post content via your social media profiles, make sure it’s interesting and relevant to the adult audience, and engage with patients by encouraging them to comment, retweet or “Like” your posts. It’s also important to remember that social media isn’t just about pushing information out to potential patients, but fostering two-way engagement that will build trust, educate and ultimately drive patients through your door.

Discuss Third-Party Financing

A recent research study conducted by the Millenium Research Group found that the cost of treatment is the No. 1 barrier holding adults back from seeking orthodontic care. If parents are already investing in their child’s braces, they often wonder how they can afford it themselves. Offering flexible financing options is a good way to ease financial concerns. Orthodontists should investigate available third-party financing plans that enable them to offer patients more affordable monthly payments over longer periods of time. This is especially helpful as treatment costs increase and treatment times decrease as a result of technologies such as self-ligation and digital solutions. Offering financing options helps increase case acceptance and cash flow, while decreasing accounts receivables.

Remember the “Why”

A common question doctors often hear from adults exploring orthodontic treatment is, “Why should I invest time and money in obtaining a better smile? I’m too old.” But the fact is orthodontics has come a long way from when adults were kids, thanks to decades of research and development. A good way to mitigate these questions is to stress the positive long-term effects orthodontic treatment can have on their lives. Nearly one-third of Americans say the first aspect of someone’s face they typically notice is his or her teeth. Underlining the point, a recent perception study from market research consultancy Kelton, found that when looking at images of other people, American adults perceive those with straight teeth to be 45 percent more likely than those with crooked teeth to get a job when competing against someone with similar skill sets and experience. Furthermore, the same study found people with straight teeth were 58 percent more likely to be successful, and wealthy.

Most doctors know the importance of detailing the oral health and self-confidence benefits of a better smile, but it’s equally as important to stress how an improved smile can help potential patients increase their chances to excel in the workplace and live more fruitful lifestyles. Remember, it’s never too late for your adult prospects to look their best.

Ormco, AAO and You

The eligible adult treatment population represents a lucrative and largely untapped opportunity. Doctors who are motivated to understand what appeals to this particular market segment will see more patients in their chairs and increase profitability. The emerging trend of adults seeking orthodontic treatment is not slowing down, and orthodontists have more support and resources to treat this patient population than ever before. By leveraging marketing assets and advanced treatment solutions from Ormco, as well as materials from the AAO’s recent campaigns targeting the adult market, you will have a significant opportunity to demonstrate your dedication to improving the smiles of adults and make your practice even more successful.

Simplicity, ease of use and patient compliance add up to fast, more predictable results. With its sleek, aesthetic and non-invasive design, the Motion Appliance shortens treatment time by up to four months. Easier than Herbst®, simpler than Forsus®, and faster than elastics alone, the Motion Appliance can be a real game changer for your practice.

GAME CHANGER

TURN CLASS II INTO SIMPLE CLASS I PATIENTS

CARRIERE® MOTION™

CLASS II APPLIANCE

Molar Ball & Socket

Sleek and Non-Invasive

Fixed Cuspid Pad with Hook

New CARRIERE SLX™ Bracket
Just **ONE STEP** to perfection

**Bulk Fill**

- Deep Cure up to 4mm
- Low Shrinkage
- Remarkable Handling
- Anti-plaque
- Fluoride Release & Recharge
- Withstands Heavy Stress

**BEAUTIFIL-Bulk** is formulated with a unique balance of filler-resin chemistry to maximize light penetration for optimum cure depth and low polymerisation shrinkage stress while assuring remarkable shade match and sustained fluoride protection.

For more information, simply contact your nearest SHOFU dealer.